
NINTENDO MARKETING STRATEGY

We have all enjoyed playing Mario, the game was developed by Nintendo Co. Ltd. In this article, we discuss Marketing
Strategy of Nintendo.

Thirty percent came from the U. In fiscal year, its advertising expenses were around million dollars. Another
thing they are focusing on is the incorporation of Xbox Live into the Windows phone platform. Granted,
Nintendo initially seemed fixated on framing the Switch as a home console with the bonus of portability,
likely because they didn't want to cannibalize 3DS sales. Budget Our budget is based on the 3-year forecast
starting from and can be found in the appendix. This has enables them to fiercely compete with the Wii and
gave the them an advantage that made many consumers consider buying the Xbox Kinect System over the
Wii. We should continue to Improve our current consoles. The purpose they play it because their children are
at school or they want to keep fit. Meanwhile our handheld consoles such as Nintendo DS and its product lines
will still be manufactured and sold as they are at the current moment. Twitter is an innovative platform and
apart from sending Tweets and sharing multimedia content, you can use Twitter to run marketing campaigns.
We will use our current distribution channels including retailers and outlets. Let us start the Nintendo
Marketing Mix: Product: The product strategy and mix in Nintendo marketing strategy can be explained as
follows: Nintendo initially was a playing card manufacturer from the start till a long period of time. In
addition to covering the exciting Nintendo has used an affordable pricing strategy. STP17 6. Some promotion
activities include advertisement through TV commercials, newspapers, posters, billboards, social media pages
and special display spaces in retailers and outlets. Want to know more? Nintendo released around 50 free
games. The company makes no more than 1 to 2 posts a day. This means great opportunity for companies
whose main focus are on this field. Nintendo even outright expressed that the title did not live up to its
revenue expectations. It is an engaging platform with a large range of attractive sharing features. Their new
product pricing strategy is something for us to focus on and to use to our advantage by pricing our products
lower than theirs if possible and using market penetration as a pricing strategy. Video games are used as a
learning and entertaining tool for the youngest, a way of staying fit for the house wife and finally and more
importantly playing a video game is something that the whole family can do together in the living room of the
house so the family can have some quality time together. The company initially struggled to adapt to the
market, especially when it came to monetization and user retention. They include industrialists, professionals,
and business people and shop owners. To make sure that we will fulfill the wants, we have to develop games,
which fit for both genders at the same time. As a conclusion Nintendo must continue with the development of
innovative technology and new game concepts. They invite people to come and experience their new product
themselves and distribute free goodies, console cases, T shirts. Mobile Phone Internet Connections , the
numbers of people who use the internet connection through their mobile devices has doubled in the last three
years. Another option is for Nintendo to continue developing innovative games and technology. The basic
strategy that Nintendo has been using is the expansion of the world wide gaming population. Also de
possibility of any disagreement with these producers can create a problem for Nintendo 5.


